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   He is a Greek (2 years), a real man for all of us (2 years), a sportsman (1 year), a philosopher (3 months), a philosopher (1 year), a young student (1 year) and also a father (2 years). He spends a lot of his free time on this site for entertainment and because he enjoys the experience of meeting new friends. Monday, March 15, 2012 The Pacific Tsunami Warning Center (PTWC) has issued a tsunami
watch for the New Zealand South Island after recording a large earthquake. The agency said the quake, which it located about 45 kilometres north-west of Bluff, had a magnitude of 6.8. However, there is no threat to life or safety, it said. South Island Civil Defence says there is no tsunami threat for New Zealand. "A large earthquake has occurred in a remote location near Bluff, west of Christchurch.

The magnitude is 6.8. There is no threat of tsunami. Local community are advised to stay calm and be vigilant," the agency said in a statement. Search form Daily Horoscope Daily Horoscope - Moon in Libra Friday, August 10, 2018 New Moon 9 August 2018 Our atmosphere is so light and airy that it gives the feeling of being in a dream. Your mood is changing and you are ready to go back to
school, start a new job or look for a job. New Moon / Lunation 9th day Transit planet: Neptune By the New Moon, your attention will be turned to your appearance. In the absence of your Venus transiting the Moon, you are susceptible to a bout of insecurity. You must check yourself for blemishes and take good care of your image. In case of Jupiter transit, the feeling of being in a dream will be

increased. There will be a wish to dream, to come back to the place of departure, but also to dream about yourself and your ideas. At this time, you are the dreamer of your dream. Jupiter-Neptune conjunction 10th day Transit planet: Mercury You may have strange ideas, see things that are not really there, and you can influence others through subtle persuasion. You are using words to a 82157476af
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